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lVlemorandum of Eksath Lanka Maha Sabha submitted to the
Commission of Inquiry on Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation (LLRC)

Mahinda Chntanaya, draws attention for the need to generate indigenous solutions to meet
problems that the nation faces. This opens the gateway to examine terrorism that was a curse that our
country faced for over many decades since independence.. Determined leadership of President Mahinda
Rajapaksa ended the 30 year LTTE terrorist was which was the most ruthless struggle the nation faced ..
The economic and political pressures exerted by Western Powers, particularly USA, EEC, UK, France.
The EEC has withdrawn the GSP facilities on our exports and the US government has prevailed upon the
UN to conduct a war crimes investigation against the government of Sri Lanka. Thus the duplicity of
Western big powers in overtly declaring the LTTE as a terrorist and covertly supporting them is clear.
New forms of terrorism could emerge lest the root causes of terrorism, both local and foreign' are
eliminated. '

As we see it the parties corroborating with terrorists operating in Sri Lanka are three fold,
(1) Foreign funded NGGs
(2) Political Parties with anti national agendas.
(3) Misguided Youth falling prey to anti national forces,
They have to be dealt with if our nation is to be freed from terrorism ..

Part 1 -
Foreign funded NGOs

At the end of the second world war most colonial countries were granted independence to ward
off their adoption of communist ideology. The Soviet Union that made enormous sacrifices in the second
world war to keep Fascism at bay emerged triumphant. They extended support to the independence
struggles throughout the world. China liberated itself from colonial domination under a Marxist leader
Mao Tse Tung in 1949 , Cuba adopted Marxism under Fidel Castro, Vietnam under Ho Chi Ming and
Korea under Kim II Sung followed suit. The Western power block attempted to set up puppet regimes
in many of these countries failed under the guise of the cold war. The UN was established and set up the
World Bank and IMF to exert indirect controls on developing countries. Peoples Republic of China as a
Communist state with nearly one fourth the world population was kept out of UN for nearly 40 years.
The puppet regime of Formosa, later known as Taiwan was the representative of China in the UN over
this period .. The British appointed their secret agents as head of the Malaysian Communist Party to fight
against the legitimate government. All these neo colonial acts of duplicity have failed .. By the 70s the
cold war had to be ended. The instruments of neo colonial control failed to curb the world trend of
moving towards socialist states.

Noting this trend the western powers introduced a new instrument in Non Governmental
Organizations by covertly funding local voluntary organizations to undermine the socialist movements
and to influence and control world events. A resolution was adopted in the UN to set up voluntary
organizations as NGGs to be funded by foreign donations to handle local services and to manipulate the
attitudes of the people in these countries. The sectarian and anarchic political parties were an easy prey
to these machinations.

Sri Lanka was forced to adopt this UN resolution and permit the spread of foreign funded NGOs.
It is estimated that there were about 3500 of them in Sri Lanka at one time .. A major part of them
operated in the North and East preying on the internal problems among the Tamil community. First these
NGOs concentrated on Vellala Tamil discrimination against the low castes. The Tamil Congress, was
basically a Vellala Hindu upper caste political party. They worked with the Sinhala majority to pull the
economic conditions of the Northern tamils up .. But. C Chelvanayagam, a Christian born in Malaysia
and V Naganathan, a Jaffna born Catholic set up the Ilankai Tamil Arasu Kachchi (ITAK) as a
separatist party calling for a Tamil state of Eelam .. They were supported by the Western colonial powers
with a view to break up the unity of the ethnic communities. The separatist movement led by ITAK was
later went as as Federal Party nurturing the Liberation Tamil Tigers of Eelam (LTTE) following the
Wadukkodai convention held in 1974. These separatist activities were fully supported by many foreign
funded NGOs operating in the North and East. . During the JR regime a pograrn led by a Minister of this
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government against the Tamil population in the South of the country triggered off the Tamil militancy
of the LTTE aimed at bifurcating Sri Lanka. The first victims of the LTTE were the Hindu Tamil ~
political leaders who were corporative with the majority Sinhala groups. Creating a separate home land
for the Tamils in fact was a stepping stone to destabilize India, a major policy of the Western power
blocks ..
Who pays for these NGOs. ? It is said that the one who pays the piper calls for the tune.

The covert involvement of neo colonial powers in support of LTTE terrorist groups is clearly
demonstrated by the fact that the American Fleet was sent to rescue the rump of the LTTE to ensure that
the leaders will have yet another day to destabilize the country. The duplicity of the neo colonialists
specially the US, UK, France, is shown by declaring the LTTE a terrorist organization, and even after
it was militarily defeated within the country, they to continue to support the terrorist rump of LTTE
from out side the country ..

The NGOs stationed in the North of the country served to provide misinformation to project on
war crimes. It is clear that these NGOs are funded by Western powers ( ref Executive Secrets) They
have done it in many countries.

The JVP in Sri Lanka was the brain child of Rohana Wijeweera trained in a European country.
The JVP was overtly an extremist Marxist Party with its main stay as rural caste oppression to draw the
poor masses into its fold and opposing closer ties of Sri Lanaka with India. The latter falls in line with US
interests as India at the time was closer to Russia .. The JVP an extremist Marxist movement was formed
during the late 60s. They led the 1971 terrorist movement against a socialist government led by Mrs
Sirimavo Bandaranaike a coalition of SLFP, LSSP and CP immediately after the elections. In 1987-89
the JVP again led an insurrection to take over power from the waning JR regime to stall the opposition.
Rohana Wijeweera was killed during the latter part of the JVP insurrection in 1989.

In 2008 the JVP was planning to topple the President Mahinda Rajapaksa government when it
was on its way to defeat the LTTE at Kilinochchi by defeating the budget. Had thiss been successful ,
the funds needed to pursue the LTTE war would have been denied and the government would have
been even toppled. The UNP in the meantime warned the HSBC to stop a loan to the Mahinda Rajapaksa
government. Fortunately a splinter group of NP led by Wimal Weeravansa joined the government
ranks with nine others and saved the situation. The wavers on the government who were induced to leave
the UPFA coalition did not cross over because the government survived. The only one to crossover was
Anura Bandaranaike.

The present leader of the JVP after the founder was killed in 1989 is Somawansa Amarasinghe
who enjoys permanent residency in UK. After the defeat of the LTTE, and carrying wide spread
popularity in the country as a successful Army Commander Sarath Fonseka was made to join NP to
provide a charismatic figure head to oust the incumbent leader of the country President Mahinda
Rajapaksa .. He was a US Green Card holder while his children are US residents.

The JVP and UNP with contradictory policies jointed together in 2009 to field a common
candidate, Sarath Fonseka against Mahinda Rajapaksa at the 2009 Presidential election. Who was behind
this move is an open secret. The one who pays the piper calls the tune. Vast amounts of funds were
behind the moves. Attempt to bribe a candidate to defect from government became public. How do they
get funds for their anti governmental initiatives? The cat was out of the bag when US $ 75,000 was
discovered in a bank vault of a family member of Sarath Fonseka.

On the heals of the massive victory of the government against the LTTE, the people . of the
country rallied with President Mahinda Rajapaksa to defeat the unholy alliance of anti national forces.
The US duplicity is further demonstrated by their harboring the LTTE rump in US. Rudra Kumaran, a
US citizen who is a leader of the LTTE movement to set up an Eelam State in exile.

Immediately after the LTTE defeat, US is known to have pressurized the UN Secretary General
Ban Key Moon to set up a committee to investigate alleged war crimes of the Sri Lanka forces. The
false allegations come from NGOs and LTTE escapees.

The recent action of the British government to embarrass the Sri Lankan President in closing its
eyes when gangs of LTTE sympathizers staged a protest march at Heathrow Airport against the arrival of
President Mahinda Rajapaksa to address the Oxford Union is yet another act of British duplicity.

Our country is not the only victim of such diabolical intrigue and duplicity. The NGOs set up in
Poland brought the Polish government down. This move spread to the Soviet Union (page xvii Executive
Secrets). The operations ofthe CIA funds in covert operations were hidden (page 61 Executive Secrets)
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It is alleged that the human rights movement attempted to bring down the Chinese government

through the Tien An Man Square uprising. The recent award of the Nobel Peace Price to a Chinese
human rights worker injail points to the collaboration of colonial forces at work.

In other parts of the world Allandes government in Chile has been brought down, the
N'Krumah's government in Ghana, the Sukarno's government in Indonesia, the Guatemala government,
etc. etc. have been brought down. Cuba is ostracized for over five decades. The elected governments of
Venezula, Columbia, Brazil are under US threat.

By such operations many governments have been toppled and puppet regimes favorable to the
western block are instituted e.g. Vietnam, Indonesia, Iraq, Afghanistan, Chile, Congo, Sudan, The
Wikileaks bring out details of such covert operations plotted through diplomatic channels and NGOs.

1 Proposal to Monitor Foreign Funded NGOs and Curb their anti national activity
The NGOs funded by Western powers generate anti systemic activity. They must be curbed to

prevent terrorism. All NGOs receiving foreign funding must be registered and their activities monitored
closely to prevent anti national provocations.

Copy of Conflict Resolution Lessons for Sri Lanka published by GDC Weerasinghe in 2007 is
submitted for further details.

Part 2 -
Political Parties disturbing National Unity and Reconciliation.

Sri Lanka inherited a democratic form of government from the British in 1948 .. The Westminster
model of multi party elections on the basis of electorates under the Soulbury Constitution established a
Parliament comprising the Lower House of elected representatives and the Senate of nominated
members. This constitution has changed in 1972 to introduce the Republic and a non executive
President abolishing the Senate. This was further changed in 1978 introducing the Executive President
and elections on District basis under a preference vote system. This has invited the formation of dubious
political parties which could be easily maneuvered by NGO out fits. Today we have 61 registered
political parties vide list attached, . These parties fall into following categories.

1 Ethnic parties- Sinhala, Jaffna Tamil, Estate Tamil, Batticoloa Tamil, Moor
2 Religious and Cultural parties - Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim, Christian,
3 Regional parties - Ruhunu, Upcountry, Rajarata, Eelam, Eastern,
4 Ideological parties - Liberal. Capitalist, Socialist,

Of the above 38 parties come under the first three categories which prey on sentimental issues
dividing people on the basis of their birth .. The natural tendency is for these parties was to segregate
their members to etlmic, religious, or regional enclaves demanding special rights as their fundamental
rights. Foreign funded NGOs use this opportunity to set one group against another with demands which
cannot be achieved in any case as they violate article 12 (2) of the National Constitution. This has
created political party anarchy, violence, riots, and terrorism generated by their unfulfilled demands eg,
as in - 1956 ( Language riots) , 1958 ( anti Sri campaign) , 1966 ( language riots) , 1971-1972 ( lVP
insurrection), 1974 ( Vaddukkodai resolution and start of Tamil riots), 1979-2009 ( 30 year LTTE
terrorism) , 1983 ( Tamil pogram) , 1987 -89 ( lVP second insurrection) etc are initiated by these
anarchic sectarian political parties.

It is ironical that political parties such as JVP, LTTE, EPLRF, EROS, etc who unleashed violence
violating the laws of the country are permitted to continue as registered political parties even after they
have been found guilty of such violations and continue to promote anti national interests. Weak
governments in the past were pressurized to continue with this curse for fear of violating fundamental
rights paraded by the Western powers. It would be timely to examine alternate means of ending multi
party anarchy.

2 Proposals to enshrine National Interest in governance
1 National State Assembly as supreme sovereign Legislative body

We consider the Parliament as constituted today is undermined by anarchical sectarian parties
Clashes among ethnic, religious, caste groups are promoted by the very same political parties. Spread of
terrorism is the final result. Financial support is extended by foreign funded NGOs. Singapore, China,
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.alaysia, Japan etc who have achieved rapid development by keeping the foreign funded NGOs out of
.ilolitical activity and embracing National Interest as the base of their Political activity ...

Mahinda Chintanaya has identified National Interest as a common political objective to bring
about unity of all people. In order to identity occupational group interests four Fronts of Occupational
Organizations be recognized for the purpose of nominating candidates for election to public bodies. (a)

Social and Cultural Front representing social, religious, cultural, sports organizations (b)
Professional Front representing Professional, Technological Scientific organizations (c) Business Front
representing Chambers of Commerce and Industry , Trade Associations, and (d) Trade Union Front
representing Trade Unions, Worker Councils,

Representatives of these Interest Group Fronts democratically elected by voters to the National
Legislature, District Councils and Local Government Authorities would ensure the emergence of a
National Government structure that would incorporate National Interest and Political Objectivity in place
of sectarian anarchy prevailing under the multi party political system that has led the country to anarchy
and terrorism ..
.. 2 President as Chief Executive responsible to the National Legislature

Executive President shall be elected by the Legislature rather than by voters. He would then be
responsible to the Legislature for all executive functions. The conflict of sovereignty between the
Executive President elected by the voters and the Legislature also elected by voters would thus be
avoided. He shall appoint a Cabinet of Ministers from among persons outside the Legislature with
experience in administration and development functions allotted to each Ministry. The Cabinet shall be
assisted by a National Planning Authority comprising specialists appointed by Executive President.
. 3 Devolution of Executive functions to District Councils

The devolution of functions under Provincial Councils has been a failure. We propose that Executive
Functions of the government be devolved to 24 District Councils,

A copy of - Peoples Democracy - a publication of Dr Nath Amarakone brought out in 1990 along
these lines is tabled.
Copy of "035)ZS) 6o~ZS) qOGd:t)Z5)30~ " publication of ELMS 2010 is enciosed.

Part 3
Youth falling prey to anti national forces,

The Universities of our country have become a hot bed of youth unrest. Since 1965 the Youth
groups in Universities are indoctrinated by extremist political groups to involve them in acts of violence ..
Even the school leavers are drawn into violent political action .. A radical change in education policy is
called for to meet this situation ..
1 Proposal to provide skills training and research in educational institutions.

School leavers and Graduates passing out of educational institutions need to be assured of a skill
when they leave the institution. The bulk of the school leaving youth ( about 57 % ) leave school at G.C
E.OL. And a further 35 % drop off at G.C.E AL. They must be provided with carrier guidance and skills
training to make them employable after school.

Universities must introduce skills orientation during the last year of study in keeping with
manpower needs of the country. This calls for a Manpower Plan over a long term period.
2 Proposal for a Compulsory Military Cadet Training Program for the youth

Compulsory school education up to year 15 must be accompanied with a compulsory Military Cadet
Training in camps lasting at least six months. This will introduce group discipline and character
formation much needed by the youth before they start Employment or Higher Study ..
Reference Report titled - Dilemma of Higher Education - submitted to the Minister of Education, Dr
Badhiudeen Mohammed in 1972 by a Committee headed by Dr Nath Amarakone,

Dr Nath Amarakone- Leader, ELMS Party, Founder President OPA, Retired Permanent Secretary,
Jayantha Kulatunga, President ELMS, Director, Maga Neguma.,
Senior Attorney G D C Weerasinghe. Legal Consultant,
13th December 2010
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